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BEN A’AN

Useful Information:
Park at Ben A’an car park
on A821
(note parking charges apply)
Follow the well marked path to
the top of the hill
(approx 2 hours return)
Restaurants nearby include
Brenachoile café, Brig o’Turk
Tearoom & Byre Inn

Ben A’an

Public toilets at Trossachs Pier
(c) Sue Morris

Ben A’an is a short hill walk offering rewarding views across Loch Katrine and the Trossachs.
Park at the Ben A’an car park on A821. It takes approximately one hour to walk to the top

BRENACHOILE POINT

Useful Information:
Park at Trossachs Pier
(note parking charges apply)
Follow the shoreline road
for approximately 2 miles
(checkout the book panels
en route)
Cycle and golf buggy hire
available at Trossachs Pier

(c) Forestry Commission Photo Library

Public toilets, café &
information available at
Trossachs Pier

Panoramic view west through Glen Arklet to the Arrochar Alps.
Brenachoile Point is easily accessible from the Trossachs Pier along a flat tarmac road.
It is a perfect spot for a picnic.

GLEN FINGLAS FROM MELL LOOP

Useful Information:
Park at Dam Road car park
(Brig o’Turk) & follow right
hand fork in road up the glen
Alternatively park at Lendrick
Hill car park and follow signs
For Lendrick Top Track to join
The glen road
Food available at Tearoom &
Byre Inn at Brig o’Turk

(c) Jim Christie, Woodland Trust Photo Library

Glen Finglas leaflet has more
info

The day long walk along the Mell Trail rewards you with some impressive views down Glen Finglas
and Glen Meann. Ben Ledi can also been viewed for much of the walk

BEN VENUE

Useful Information:
Park at Ben Venue car park
on A821
(note parking charges apply)
Follow the well marked path to
the top of the hill
(approx 6 hours)
Restaurants nearby include
Brenachoile café, Brig o’Turk
Tearoom & Byre Inn
Public toilets at Trossachs Pier
(c) Sue Morris

The walk to the top of Ben Venue is a steep ascent through woodland and then the open hill.
Although the walk takes most of the day, it is well worth the effort as the view from the top is
spectacular.
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STRONACHLACHAR PIER

Useful Information:
Park at Stronachlachar Pier
Sir Walter Scott Steamship
stops here on its morning
sailing

Toilets and The Pier café
also at pier
Old Military Road path starts
at Stronachlachar
(c) Sue Morris

A short climb from Stronachlachar gives impressive panoramic views eastwards along Loch Katrine
to Ben A’an.
An equally impressive and more accessible view can be seen from the shoreline car park (take the B
road from Aberfoyle towards Inversnaid)

LOCH ARKLET

Loch Arklet
Useful Information:
Park at Stronachlachar Pier
Walk along Statute Road
(path) for more impressive
views of Loch Katrine &
Arklet
Toilets and The Pier café
at Stronachlachar Pier
Old Military Road path
Starts at Stronachlachar
© FC Photo Library

Panoramic views west across Loch Arklet to the Arrochar Alps.
These views are visible from the B road leading to Stronachlachar and Inversnaid from Aberfoyle.
To appreciate the view for longer, walk along the Statute Road path from Stronachlachar

GLEN GYLE

Useful Information:
Glen Gyle is only accessible
via a private road (cycle or
walk from Stronachlachar)
Alternatively take a hill
route across Beinn a Choin
Toilets and The Pier café at
Stronachlachar Pier
A track through up the glen
continues on north Loch
Lomond

Glen Gyle
© Sue Morris

Glen Gyle is the birth place and ancestral home of Clan McGregor, including the infamous Rob Roy.
In the surrounding the hills is Bealach nam Corp (the pass of the dead) which was the route that
clansman brought their dead comrades home. The McGregor burial ground is evident on the loch
shore.

INVERSNAID

Useful Information:
Park at The Garrison car park
Old Military Road path starts
at The Garrison car park
RSPB history leaflet details
the area’s unique history
A boatbus departs Inversnaid
to Tarbet

Inversnaid

Local facilities include the
Inversnaid Hotel & bunkhouse
© Sue Morris

Inversnaid is a RSPB nature reserve. Take the track up to the sheep fank for spectacular lowland
views and bird watching opportunities. The woodland walk on the shores of Loch Lomond also
delivers spectacular views over the loch and excellent wildlife viewing opportunties.
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GLEN FINGLAS VIEW POINT

Useful Information:
Park at Dam Road car park
(Brig o’Turk) & follow right
hand fork in road up the glen
for approximately 3 miles
Alternatively park at Lendrick
Hill car park and follow signs
For Lendrick Top Track to join
the glen road

Glen Finglas View Point

Food available at Tearoom &
Byre Inn at Brig o’Turk
© Sue Morris

Glen Finglas leaflet has more
info

Follow the single track path to this viewing area and a fantastic view up Glen Finglas.
A perfect picnic spot and a chance to relax in tranquillity. For those feeling energetic, the Mell
route loops around Glen Finglas and Glen Meann for a full day walk.

GLEN FINGLAS DAM

Useful Information:
Park at Dam Road car park
(Brig o’Turk) & walk up left
hand fork in road for
Approximately half a mile
Check out the Ruskin viewing
Platform information book panel

View from Glen Finglas Dam

Food available at Tearoom &
Byre Inn at Brig o’Turk
© LLTNPA

Glen Finglas leaflet has longer
route alternatives

Glens Finglas and Meann can be seen in the distance of the reservoir. The island in the centre of
the picture used to be the location of a royal hunting hall.
A dam was built on the river Finglas to enable more drinking water for Glasgow (via Loch Katrine)
and the dam is also used to generate hydroelectric power.

LENY FALLS

Useful Information:
Park at Bochastle car park &
Follow Rob Roy Way to just
Before Ben Ledi car park.
Alternatively park at Ben
Ledi and follow NCN 7 until
rock denotes side track

Leny Falls

© FC Photo Library

Bochastle is at Kimahog, one
mile north of Callander, where
there are numerous cafes &
restaurants

Leny falls is situated by the busy A84 north of Callander, but is a world away from the noise of
modern living. Easily accessible from a well maintained track, this wonderful spot is a must see.

LENDRICK HILL

Useful Information:
Park at Lendrick Hill car park
(off A821)
Glen Finglas leaflet has
detailed info on walks in area

Any of the tracks on Lendrick
Hill afford great views
Food available at Tearoom &
Byre Inn at Brig o’Turk
© Sue Morris

As with the rest of the Trossachs, Lendrick Hill is spectacular throughout the year. From the snow
covered peaks in winter, the burst of colour from bluebells and other wildflowers in spring, to the
heather blooms in summer and then the autumn trees.

